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Welcome Note 

If winter comes, can spring be far behind? These 
lines, spoken by P.B. Shelley come as a reminder 
that life is a cycle of events as one leads to the 
other. As we look forward to spring, we also wait in 
anticipation of the exams. The past month saw a 
variety of co-curricular and extra-curricular 
activities which we showcased to the world as our 
grand Annual Sports Day. Now, as we gear up for the 
end of the academic year, we strive to put in the 
same kind of effort and dedication required to 
shine. There will always be times when students 
feel anxious about these standardised tests, and, 
while it is okay to feel a little nervous, what they 
need to ascertain is that they do not give up. 
Amongst our students who will be taking the tests, 
there  are mellifluous singers, expert debaters, 
incredible sportsperson, so on and so forth. These 
talented millennials have always been up for a 
challenge, thereby the upcoming exams are just 
another challenge they need to face head on. With 
revisions and other fun learning activities, it is 
ensured that the students do not get stressed out 
but rather see the exams as a milestone they have 
to touch which will help them analyse their own 
learning.

We are also gearing up for our Grade 10 Board 
examinations. The Pre-board examinations held in 
the past few weeks have been a time for self-
reflection and have given an opportunity to the 
students to assess and improve their academic 
performances. Now they are exactly at that 
penultimate stage, where they are trying their best 
to firewall all the distractions and concentrate on 
studying for the exams. However, we can sense in 
them some apprehensions about whether they will 
be able to rise up to the various expectations –
theirs and others.
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Welcome Note

All they need to realise is that, at this very moment 
too, while studying hard for the exams, they are 
actually building their character and weaving 
meaning into their lives. John Gardner had a way 
with words and this is what he had to say –
“Meaning is not something you stumble across, like 
the answer to a riddle or the prize in a treasure 
hunt. Meaning is something you build into your life. 
You build it out of your own past, out of the 
experience of human-kind as it is passed on to you, 
out of your own talent and understanding, out of the 
things you believe in. The ingredients are there. You 
are the only one who can put them together into 
that unique pattern that will be your life. Let it be a 
life that has dignity and meaning for you. If it does, 
then the particular balance of success or failure is of 
less account."
These exams, therefore, are not a measure of 
success or failure, they are meant to locate the real 
possibilities and energies latent within them. The 
‘future you’ will not even remember the marks they 
will get in these exams, but this unleashing of their 
own highest potential and capabilities and the 
voyage they undertook for learning, will be etched 
in their memory forever.

May these days of exam preparations be fulfilling 
and beautiful for all the students! Wishing them All 
the very best!
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Highlights of the month

• 5th Annual Sports Day

• Tinctures Workshop

• Republic Day Celebrations on 26-01-2020

• SAIBSA IBDP Job Alike Session

• Table Tennis Inter School Championship
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Experiential Learning – Grade 6

Unit Names:
The chicken on Internet, What’s your story, I am Ryan, Half a Gift

Activities: 
Group discussion, Sharing the experiences, Discussion- Recent 
incidence on cyber crime

English

Unit Names:
History-9. Life in Towns and Villages.

Civics-6. District Administration.

7. Urban Administration.

Activities: 
Group discussion ‘ Residents and Police depend on each other 

to maintain law and order in a specific area.

Social Studies

Unit Names:
1. Data Handling

2.Decimals

3.Perimeter and Area

Activities:
1. Collection of data on birthday month or favorite sport by 

students and representation on tally table.

2. Depiction of decimals on soft board.

Maths
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Experiential Learning – Grade 6
Lang L2

Unit Names:
मीरा और रहीम के दोहे
Activities:
भक्ति और पे्रम

Hindi

Unit Names 
Les rapas

Activities: 
Bon appetit

French

Telugu

చెరువు పాఠం ఆధారంగా విద్యారుు లు తెలంగాణ పార ంతంలోని చెరువులు, 

ఒండుమటి్ట, రకరకాల పూలు, వ్ావ్సాయం, వ్ృత్తు లు, పాాసి్టక్ వ్ంట్ట వ్ారు

పద్యర్థు లు, కాకతీయులు కటి్టంచిన చెరువుల గురంచి

తెలుసుకంటారు. తెలంగాణ పలా్లలు - సంసకృతి కొతు పంట, సాగువాటు, 

కలవ్ృత్తు లు, పాడి, ఆటపాటలు, చెరువు, లగాాలు, పండుగలు కటుంబ

సంసకృతి, వినోద్యలు గురంచి తెలుసుకంటారు. చెరువు, తెలంగాణ పలా్లలు -

సంసకృతి పాఠాలక సంబంధంచిన పర శ్న - జవాబులు మరయువాాకరణం

విద్యారుు ల చేత ర్థయంచడం జరగంది. జాతీయాలు, సామెతలు వాాకరణంశాలు

21 నండి 30 వ్రక విద్యారుు ల చేత ర్థయంచడం జరగంది.
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Experiential Learning – Grade 6
Lang L-3 

Unit Names
चित्र वर्णन

Activities (caption):

चित्र को देखकर कहानी कैसे लिखी जािी है वह बिाना ।

Unit Name
QBASIC

Activities
Working with simple QBASIC programs

ICT

Telugu

Hindi

సమయము పేరాు, సమయము, అంకెలు పదకొండు నండి ఇరవై వ్రక తెలుగు మరయు

ఇంగా్లష్ లో విద్యారుు లు చేత ర్థయంచడం జరగంది. వేమన నీతి పద్యాలు పాఠంలోని రండు, 

మూడు పద్యాలు వివ్రంచి వారచేత ర్థయంచడం జరగంది.
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Experiential Learning – Grade 6

Unit Names:
Fibre to Fabric

Activities: 
1.To understand Weaving by using different Papers.

2.Collection of different types of Fibres.

Biology

Physics

Unit Names:
Light, Shadows and Reflection- Concept of reflection ,a Pinhole 

camera, construction and its working

Chemistry

Unit Names
Water

Activities
Observation of Melting, Boiling, Evaporation and Condensation.

.
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Experiential Learning – Grade 6

Unit Names:
Continuation of Freestyle Dance movements and sports day 

dance practice.
Activities: 
Geckos continued Freestyle Dance movements on instrumental 
music and they practiced dance for sports day.

Dance

Visual Arts: 
Memory compositional drawing

.

Theatre

.Importance of Theatre games in the classroom. Students played 

various concentration games and spatial awareness games.

When we draw, we encode the memory in a very rich way, 

layering together the visual memory of the image, the kinesthetic 

memory of our hand drawing the image, and the semantic 

memory that is invoked when we engage in meaning-making. In 

combination, this greatly increases the likelihood that the 

concept being drawn will later be recalled. Student drew memory 

composition on the topic cleanliness.



Biology – Display  of  different herbs, shrubs, trees, root 
system, shoot system, venation

11

Biology Activity

Biology Activity

Biology Activity



Biology Activity

12

Chart prepared based on - different herbs, shrubs, 
trees, root system, shoot system, venation
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Experiential Learning – Grade 7

Unit Name:
1.The Conceited Python 

2. Who is the Convict?

3. David meets his Aunt

Activities:
Character Sketch, Enacting the play, Paragraph writing, Poster 

making.

English

ICT

Unit Names:
More on QBASIC
Activities:

Writing programs based on different looping structures.

Visual Arts

Unit:
Memory composition drawing

Activities:
When we draw, we encode the memory in a very rich way, layering 

together the visual memory of the image, the kinesthetic memory of our 

hand drawing the image, and the semantic memory that is invoked when 

we engage in meaning-making. This greatly increases the likelihood that 

the concept being drawn will be recalled later. Students drew memory 

composition on the topic- population explosion, mother & child, sports day 

in our school & in the school library, equal opportunity.
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Experiential Learning – Grade 7

Lang L2 - Hindi 

Unit Names:
सरदार वल्िभ भाई पटेि

Activities:
किणव्य और देश भक्ति

Unit Names:
Au café des Laurent (At Laurent’s Coffee House)

Activities :
Utensils and cutlery

French

ఆరుటా కమలాదేవి పాఠం ఆధారంగా విద్యారుు లు ఆమె బాలాం - వివాహం, చదువులతలా్ల, 

నాట్ట తెలంగాణ గోస, అక్షర్థసాతకైె పోర్థటం, ఉదామంలో కాళిక ర్థజకీయ చైెతనాం, విశిషి్

వ్ాకి్తతవం గురంచి తెలుసుకంటారు. ఈ పాఠానిక్త సంబంధంచిన పర శ్న - జవాబులు

విద్యారుు ల చేత ర్థయంచడం జరగంది. జాతీయాలు, సామెతలు వాాకరణంశాలు 31 నండి

40 వ్రక విద్యారుు ల చేత ర్థయంచడం జరగంది. SA-2PORTION విద్యారుు ల చేత

ర్థయంచడం జరగంది.

Telugu
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Experiential Learning – Grade 7

Unit Names:
1. Transportation in plants and animals

2. Fibre to Fabric

Science-Biology

Unit Names:
Soil
Through Discussion method

CHEMISTRY

Dance

Activities:
Continuation of dance choreography and sports day dance 

practice.

Geckos continued choreography (on Nature theme) on 

instrumental music and they practiced dance for sports day.

Activities:
Importance of Theatre games in the classroom. Students played 

various concentration games and spatial awareness games.

Theatre
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Experiential Learning – Grade 7

Unit Names:
Geography 9. Natural Vegetation and wildlife.

10. Human Environment.
Civics-10. Markets and Intermediates.

11. Striving for Equality.

Activities: 
Debate on- ‘ The poor are getting poorer and the rich are getting 

richer’.

Social Studies

Unit Names:
1. Properties of Triangles

2. Constructions

Activities:
1.Use of learning centers in math lab to learn the basics of 

triangles.

2. Investigation of properties of special triangles by observation 

and measurement.

Mathematics



Math Activity

17

Learning about triangles by reading, 
observation and discussion



Math Activity

18

Investigation of properties of special triangles by 
observation and measurement.
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Experiential Learning – Grade 8

Activities:
Storytelling, Review Writing, Paraphrasing

Unit Names:
Crop production and Management till Agricultural practices.

Biology

English

Unit Names:
A Wedding in Russia, Lochinvar

Physics

Unit Names

Some Natural phenomenon

Activities

Like charges repel and unlike charges attract.
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Experiential Learning – Grade 8

Unit Names:
Introduction to Dreamweaver CC

Activities
How to write tags using code view and run in design view while creating 

web pages. 

ICT 

Social Studies 

Unit Names
History- 12. Changes in Art and Architecture.

Geography-9. Industrial Development: Comparative studies.

10. Human Resources.

Civics-9. Social Justice and the Marginalized.

10. Economic Presence of the Government.

Activities
Class discussion-’ Wonders of the Internet’.

Unit Names:

1. Construction of special quadrilaterals

2.Representation of solids on a plane

3.Mensuration - area and perimeter

Activities: 
1. Peer mentoring on construction of quadrilaterals

2.Pair work on 3D object views - top view, front view and side view

3.Video on formula derivation for area and circumference of a circle.

Math
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Experiential Learning – Grade 8

Unit Names:  
किेंडर किाकार

Activities

प्रािीन और नवीन काि में किेंडर की दशा

. 

L2- Hindi

L2- Telugu

Unit Names:  
Des invitations 
Activities
Une invitation

L2- French

కాపుబిడడ పాఠం ఆధారంగా విద్యారుు లు రైత్తల కడగండాు, శాామిక జీవ్నం పటా గౌరవ్ం, 

పేదరైత్త కషి్టలు, ఇందర పదవిగురంచి తెలుసుకంటారు. ఈ పాఠానిక్త సంబంధంచిన

పర శ్న - జవాబులు విద్యారుు ల చేత ర్థయంచడం జరగంది. జాతీయాలు, సామెతలు

41 నండి 60 వ్రక విద్యారుు ల చేత ర్థయంచడం జరగంది. జానపద కళలు పాఠం

ఆధారంగా విద్యారుు లు యక్షగానాలు గురంచి తెలుసుకంటారు.
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Experiential Learning – Grade 8

శ్రీరభాగములు తెలుగుమరయుఇంగా్లష్ లో విద్యారుు లు చేత చదివించి, వారని

చూడకండా అడగడం జరగంది. నీతి పద్యాలు పాఠంలోని రండు, మూడుపద్యాలు

వివ్రంచి వారచేత ర్థయంచడం జరగంది.

L3- Telugu

Unit Names:

वकृ्ष की गवाही

Activities: 

समझबूझ कर लमत्र बनाना और सही न्याय करना

Lang L3 - Hindi
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Experiential Learning – Grade 8

Activities:
Realistic bird drawing with shading in colour pencil

Coloured pencil offers the pleasures and rewards of both 

drawing and painting. Students find coloured pencil a 

worthwhile addition to their artistic experience through the 

ability to synthesize the use of drawing, tonal gradation and 

choosing appropriate colour, beginning with basic studies 

toward the development of advanced capabilities.

Geckos continued the Dance project on the dance forms of 

different countries, and they practiced dance for sports day.

Activities: Continuation of Dance project work on the different 

dance forms of various countries and sports day Dance practice.

Theatre

Visual Arts : 

Dance

Activities:
Students explored storytelling to learn the skills of imagination. 

As a part of the storytelling, students explored voice modulation, 

pace of speech, and pauses. 



Activity- Lang L2

24

कलेंडर कलाकार

कलेंडर कलाकार



Activity- Lang L3(Hindi)

25

वकृ्षारोपण पर कववता



Physics Activity

26

Activity on -Like charges repel and unlike charges 
attract.



Math Activity - Pair work on 3D views of an object                 
top view, front view and side view

27



Math Activity- Pair work on 3D views of an object - top 
view, front view and side view

28

3D View of an object

Pair work on 3D views of an object - top view, 
front view and side view

3D View of an object



Theatre Activity

29

Story telling with voice modulation, pace of speech, 
and pauses. 
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Experiential Learning – Grade 9

Unit Names:
Food security in India
Discussion method 

Social

Math

Unit Names
Statistics

Activities
Statistics-Percentages

English

Activities- Story Writing

Students watched a cinematic representation of one of the most 

lauded short stories in English Literature ' The Monkey's Paw' by 

W. W. Jacobs.

Objective

1) To understand standard techniques of story writing.

2) To appreciate the importance of surprise elements as 

ingredients of a good short story.

3) To critically analyze language conventions.
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Experiential Learning – Grade 9
L2- Telugu

Unit Name:

Unit Names:
धर्म की आड़ र्ें , शकु्रतारे के सर्ान

Activities:

धर्म की आड़ र्ें दशे र्ें अराजकता को फैलाना

Lang 2 - Hindi

Unit Names:
L’Argent de Poche

Activities: 
Que fais-tu avec cet argent?

Language 2- French

తీయని పలకరంపు, జయశ్ంకర్ పాఠాలన పూరిచేస్ట, వాట్టక్త నోటుు ర్థయంచడం
జరగంది.
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Experiential Learning – Grade 9

Unit Names:
Atoms, Molecules and Ions
Activities:
Valance electrons for 1 to 30 elements

Chemistry

Activities: 
Term -2  revision

Biology

Activities: 
Term- 2  revision

Physics
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Experiential Learning – Grade 9

Theatre

Activity:

Sense memory exercise for recalling senses is practiced 
in the classroom. Using the sense memory technique, 
students created a short play performance.

Dance

Activity:

Freestyle Dance movements and sports day dance practice.

Geckos did Freestyle Dance movements on instrumental 

music and they practiced dance for sports day. 



English Activity

34

Students watching a cinematic representation of one 
of the most lauded short stories in English 
Literature ' The Monkey's Paw’ by  W. W. Jacobs.



Chemistry Activity 

35

Finding the Valence electrons for the first 30 
elements

in

Finding the Valence electrons for the first 30 
elements



Math Activity

36

Statistics- Calculating the Percentages



Theatre Activity 

37

Short play performance using sense memory
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Experiential Learning – Grade 10

Unit Names:
Revisions for Preboard 2

Activities:

1) Collaborative learning and peer assessments to build 

confidence, especially in Section B- Writing Skills and 

Grammar.

2) Group discussions for value-based questions from Section C.

English

Unit Names:
Revision for board exam

SOCIAL STUDIES

Unit Names:
Geometry 

Activities:
Formulae from coordinate geometry

Math
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Experiential Learning – Grade 10

Unit Names:
Pre board - 1 మరయు Pre board - 2 పరీక్షలక సంబంధంచి రవిజన్ చేయంచడం

జరగంది. Pre board-1 పర శ్నపతా్రలన దిదిి, వాట్టలోని లోపాలన తెల్లయజేయడం

జరగంది.

Lang L2-Telugu

Unit Names:
Revision for board exams.

L2 - French

Unit Names:

Revision for board exams.

Lang L2 - Hindi
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Experiential Learning – Grade 10

Activities: 
Board exam Preparation

Chemistry

Activity:
Board exam Preparation

Biology

Activities: 
Board exam Preparation

Physics
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Unit name:
Oscillations

Activities:
Law of length by using sonometer.

Physics

Chemistry

Unit names:
Basic principles of Organic Chemistry.

Activities:
Practice of IUPAC Nomenclature of Organic Compounds.

Biology

Experiential learning-Grade 11

Unit name:
Nervous system- Sense organs - structure and function
Activities:
Stato-acoustic Organ - Ear. To demonstrate the importance of the 

human ear as a stato-acoustic organ.
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Experiential learning Grade 11

Unit name
Bills of Exchange

Topics-Definition of Bills of Exchange under Indian Negotiable 

instruments Act-1881.

Differences between Bills of Exchange and Promissory Note.

Types of Bills of Exchange: Based on Object, Place, Period.

Honoring of Bills of Exchange, Accounting Treatment, Problems & 

Solutions.

Noting Charges, Accounting Treatment, Problems and Solutions.

Renewal /Non-renewal of Bills of Exchange, Accounting treatment, 

problems and solutions.

Retirement of Bills of Exchange, Accounting treatment, Problems and 

Solution.

Insolvency of Drawee, Accounting treatment, Problems and solutions.

Accountancy

Business Studies
Unit name:

International Business (Part-1)

Topics-

Differences between Internal Trade and International Trade.

Scope of International Trade.

Benefits of International Trade 

a)to the Nations b) to the firms

Modes of entry in international trade and the advantages and 

disadvantages of each mode of entry in international trade

Role of Indian in international trade
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Experiential learning- Grade 11

Unit names:
Tuples and Dictionary in PYTHON, Syllabus completed

Activities:

1. Working on programs related to tuples and dictionary was conducted.

2. REVISION  based on sample papers in progress. 

Computer Science

Unit Names:
Limits and derivatives

Activities: 
Speed test conducted.

Activity based on gradient of a function, continuity

Real life exams based on applications of derivatives 

Math

English

Unit Name:
The Silk Road

Activity:
BBC documentary video presentation about The Silk Route.

Objective:

1) To understand the strategic location of the Silk Route and its impact on 

History and Literature.



Physics Activity

44

Physics Activity

Finding the length by using sonometer

Physics Activity



Math Activity

45

Activity based on gradient of a function, continuity



5th Annual Sports Day Celebrations-
Inaugural Event

46



47

Annual Sports Day



Geckos showcasing their best at the march-
past during the Sports Day event

48



Live band performance in full swing

49

Live band performance

Live band performance



Geckos brimming up with enthusiasm at 
the gymnastic performance
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Parents enjoying the event  

51

Sports Day

Sports Day

Sports Day



Tribes showcasing their Talent

52

Sphinx

Dragons

Pegasus 



Winning moments appreciated with 
Trophies and medals

53



The Flag Retreat Ceremony
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Flag Retreat

Flag Retreat



Music Workshop – Grades 8-11
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School Events- Republic Day
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Republic Day Celebrations

Republic Day Celebrations



The Gaudium Sportopia Interschool Table 
Tennis Championship 
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Education World – Promoting Reading 
Culture in Primary Years
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All India rank no. 15 



Sportopia updates….
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Times of India 17, January 2020



The Gaudium in news…..
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Upcoming Events – February 2020
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Date Day Event Grade

1st Feb Saturday PYP Job Alike 
session

(Holiday for 
students)

Playgroup  to 
grade 11

6th Feb Thursday Class Photo Grade 6-11

26th Feb Wednesday Term II 
Examinations 

Grade 6-11

24th Feb Monday Board 
Examinations

Grade 10



Event Links
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Event links:

https://www.thegaudium.com/gaudium-events/

Our website:
https://www.thegaudium.com/

Learning blogs:
https://www.thegaudium.com/the-learning-blogs/

Facebook : For daily updates please like the page.
https://www.facebook.com/thegaudiumschool/

Sportopia registration link
http://sportopia.thegaudium.com/pages/enquiries

https://www.thegaudium.com/gaudium-events/
https://www.thegaudium.com/
https://www.thegaudium.com/the-learning-blogs/
https://www.facebook.com/thegaudiumschool/
http://sportopia.thegaudium.com/pages/enquiries

